Enraptured by the smooth, beautiful sound!
A new star emerged – loudspeakers from Bulgaria

Every time when I have the opportunity to hear loudspeakers from a new company I am
very excited. Of course it’s nice to hear the new loudspeakers from the well-known
brands, but usually it is a step which is expected. It’s necessary for a new player to arrive
to be able to enjoy something surprising and refreshing.
Such great interest was provoked in me by Terra II Pro – a masterpiece by the promising
new company from Bulgaria – EBTB- “Everything But The Box!”
Isn’t the design unique? I see for a first time loudspeakers with relatively flat baffle with
in-built HF driver and sphere on the back side of it accommodating the woofer. Even if it
was home-made it would be very nice too, but this a really marvellous, professional work.
The more beautiful thing is the sound. Usually the keyword for sounding is precise. I
tested these loudspeakers in my own studio with CD payer and amplifier of reference
class. I had never heard till that moment, so consistent and detailed sound.
These loudspeakers are reference studio monitors which are used to check the quality of
the record. Anyway, they are far and away from the usual measuring equipment as is
often seen in such loudspeakers. The sound is dense, smooth and its detailed flow is very
pleasant for the ears.
We have to take a little care about the positioning. As studio monitors they are built to be
used not so far from the listener and they are not suitable for very big rooms. If we
consider this, we can enjoy the harmonious, velvet and fresh sound. In small rooms we
can enjoy loud sound too – isn’t it fine for our favourite hobby.
The name of the company – EBTB is abbreviation for “Everything But The Box” which
declares their intention not to put the sound in the boxes. It’s obvious that the name of
the company and the daring challenge to the traditional understanding of loudspeakers is
the “raison d’etre” of the promising new company, which was established in 2003.
During the manufacturing process it uses the highly developed art of casting which is
inherited in Bulgaria from ancient times. After the cast is made there is sanding by hand,
undercoating and spraying with 6-9 layers of paints and lacquers to achieve a very deep
and glossy effect.
The sensitive, smooth sound, like the rich and strong fragrance of the famous Bulgarian
rose oil, is due to the fusion of traditional crafts and new technologies.

